The Layered Legacy of Paddy O’Brien
by Siobhán Dugan
If there is possibly someone in the community unfamiliar with him, let me
introduce you: Paddy O’Brien is a living treasure trove of Irish traditional music.
It is not hyperbolic to describe Paddy’s contribution to Irish traditional music to
date as ‘Legacy’. Read on to learn more.

Man of Many Parts
Paddy is a master accordion player; he was
named Oireachtas champion four times, and
All-Ireland senior accordion champion in
1975, and has a discography of nearly 30 CDS.
Paddy is also a composer of several dozen
tunes, and won the Irish language television
network’s TG4 Irish Traditional Composer of
the Year Award in 2012. Well-known for the
vastness of his repertoire of Irish traditional
music, Paddy treasures most tunes with “old
Gaelic melody structures that give expression
and warmth, and spiritual energy to the
music.” Just listen here to his playing of ‘The
Lament of Owen Roe’, lovely and soulful.
Paddy O'Brien photo credit: Bob Kessler

Paddy is also a teacher and an author whose
autobiography The Road From Castlebarnagh is set in the 1950s in rural Ireland’s
Midlands and is best described by its subtitle: ‘Growing Up in Irish Music.’

Strong New Link in a Fragile Chain
All of that is abundant achievement. For me, even more significant is Paddy’s role
as a collector and preserver of tunes from the Irish tradition. Let’s give that
statement its due context.
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The history of Ireland has hugely influenced the fate of Irish music, along with the other Gaelic arts and the Irish
language as well. Early on, the arts were supported by the Gaelic aristocracy, just as those of other classical
traditions in Europe—and indeed the world—were supported by their courts and nobles.
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The English conquerors had been making some inroads into
Ireland as early as the 12th century in displacing the native
aristocracy, but got cranky when their representatives tended to
go native and switch allegiances. Accordingly, laws were
enacted in the Tudor period and beyond aimed at smashing
Gaelic culture, such as the mandate from Queen Elizabeth to
“…hang the harpers wherever found, and destroy their
instruments.” (Ironically, dear ole Liz employed an Irish harper
at her court!)
The Flight of the Earls in 1607 was essentially the end of the line
for the Irish bardic tradition, with only a few moribund
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stragglers after that,
wandering around trying
to eke out a living between the few great houses left that would
welcome them and their proscribed art. Enter the first great Irish music
collector, Edmund Bunting, who as a spotty youth of merely 19 years was
hired to write down the music of the mostly elderly harpers at the Belfast
Harp Festival of 1792. He then went on to spend the rest of his life
collecting and preserving the remnants of old Irish music that yet
survived. Had he not done so, much would have been lost forever. A
young collector named George Petrie (at right) began work with him in
Bunting’s later years and added greatly to what was saved.
Overwhelmingly, stewardship of the tradition passed into the cottages of
the Gaelic common folk who were by law denied access to formal
education and had means little to spare beyond that required for
sustaining their
families at a
subsistence level.
These poor folk in
turn were devastated
by the Irish Potato
Famine (1845-1852)
and the music they
loved with them. A tune-loving Irish immigrant to Chicago
named Francis O’Neill understood the danger of losing this
heritage and took action by collecting thousands of tunes.
In the 20th century, politics (with the birth of the Irish
Republic) and technology certainly made it easier to collect
and preserve traditional music. At the same time, ongoing
emigration and an association of traditional music (and the
Irish language) with backwardness and poverty depressed
interest in it in the first half of the century. The folk revival of
the 1960s and 70s created a huge increase in attention and a
renewed creative impulse. But a decade or so later, Ireland
became rapidly globalized economically and culturally, with a fire hose volume of external influences shooting in,
sometimes with little discernment in the sieving of what was wheat and what was chaff. Traditional music,
including its regional nuance, was at risk of becoming homogenized within this blur, muddling its particular flavor
and uniqueness of style.

Tune Steward - Paddy
Into this background comes Mr. Paddy O’Brien, born in 1945 in County Offaly, Ireland, with an uncanny ability and
a deep passion for collecting Irish traditional music. Of course, there have been other collectors in between, some
of them significant, but Paddy is a stand-out.
“Learning tunes—and especially getting deeper and deeper into intricacies of Irish music—has always been a
rejuvenating, regenerating process for me,” Paddy comments, “I am generally looking. I’ve built up this
repertoire by seeking out certain players, not just for the tunes or virtuoso playing, but for their settings of the
tunes, particular notes and phrasings that seem to bring out the life and the character of the music. I’m also
interested in traditional musicians whose playing reflects regional or local styles.”
The sheer vastness of the numbers in Paddy's
tune collections can almost be a distraction
from noticing the individual character of the
tunes themselves. It’s like a massive bouquet
full of textures, forms and colors, scents. But
perhaps the discerner is best off slowing down
and tuning into each by each. Well OK, not all
at once, as that might take some time! Paddy
knows literally thousands of tunes and Volume
3 of the Paddy O'Brien tune collection alone,
which will be out later this month, includes
150 reels, 80 double jigs, 50 single jigs, 16
hop jigs, 29 slip jigs, 44 slides, 30 set dances,
13 slow airs, 43 harp compositions from the
17th and 18th centuries, and 45 marches that
vary in type from clan marches, walking
marches, to a more modern style of military march.
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“I've had a lot of obscure tunes for years and years. Most people, musicians tend to gravitate towards jigs, reels
and hornpipes, but with this collection, I've dug up a lot of set dances too, and slow airs— a number of slow airs
that usually wouldn't be recorded at all.”

Sundry Sources
“A lot of these tunes come from old recordings from the 1960s as well as more contemporary recordings that I
listened to and learned tunes from. There was a lot of research involved especially with the slow airs and harp
tunes. There was another category as well, which was the walking marches and clan marches. There's amazing
history behind some of those. So I was able to dig up a lot of that.” Paddy recounts, “The clan marches and some
tunes are very, very old. Most of them I've recorded I suppose would be from the 16th century. There are a couple
[in Volume Three] that were played at the Battle at Clontarf in 1014 when Brian Boru marshalled all the Irish
soldiers together and defeated the Vikings—I’m sorry to say!” says Paddy laughingly, with a nod to the
Scandinavian background of many Minnesotans. “So we have music—a lot of music from those days, some of which
is written down, some of which is not, and some of which has rarely been heard.”
Of these ancient tunes Paddy says, “They're very melodically satisfying. And of course, this project, these
recordings, are for musicians—both learners and advanced musicians. As Irish traditional musicians, it's so good for
them to experience as many different kinds of melody as possible. Some of the older melodies are very
influential. Melodies like the March of the King of Laois to me are very fulfilling and inspirational. The first time I
heard the playing of the March of the King of Laois, I thought it was heaven.”

Paddy also learned many of the tunes from living musicians. "I didn't care who they were, you know, and I didn't
care about the musicianship. If they had a nice tune, I'd go after them.” That said, Paddy was lucky enough to
collect from many gifted musicians. “I got great tunes from Paddy Cronin, who died a few months ago, the County
Kerry musician. Of course, John Kelly and the tunes that came with him from County Clare. I knew him when I
lived in Dublin. I played a lot of tunes with him. He played in the same
bands I was in and he had a vast repertoire. He was a walking
Where to Hear
encyclopedia of music, music for the concertina and the fiddle. He was
great at both. And of course I learned lots of tunes from the Castle Céilí
Band—Seán Keane and Michael Tubridy, Mick O’Connor—when I was
practicing with the band. We would usually try to dig up new tunes—new
old tunes, you know—for to impress the audience! At that time it was the
folk revival and there was a whole slew of young people learning flutes
and fiddles and whistles and they were dying for new tunes.”
The late Tommy Potts, legendary fiddler, was among these artists Paddy
collected from. Of Tommy playing his own music, there is but one album
available, so it is particularly valuable to hear the echoes of Tommy’s
musicianship in Paddy’s collection. An example of a well-known tune
collected in an unusual, particularly musical setting is Tommy’s 3-part
arrangement of The Rambling Pitchfork.
Paddy is an eminently practical person as well as an artist. So as well as
handing down rare and inspirational melodies, the collection is very much
intended as a reference source, with types of tunes separated spatially on
33 different albums, such that a person wanting to learn and expand their
knowledge of, say, slides can focus on that section, or focus on adding to
their repertoire of jigs and reels, etc.

Saving the Tunes
"The foremost thought was saving the tunes,” says Paddy, getting to the
heart of the matter, “I was afraid as I got older, I wouldn't remember
them. And they're very handy to have. I wish I'd had something like that
when I was younger and learning tunes, trying to scrape up a tune or chase
it down, or a version of it. You’d hear a bit of a tune back in the 1950’s or
60’s and it would be just absolutely beautiful…” Paddy recalls, “… and
you'd be waiting for it to be played on the radio again and it could be
weeks… I wasn't able to get a tape recorder until I was 18! It was like a
miracle to be able to order a tune and play it over and over as many times
as I wanted so I could learn it!"

Paddy O’Brien


Irish Fair of Minnesota
2014 will
In his guise as Imbolc
author, Paddy
join famous suspense writer and
spouse Erin Hart for book chats and
signing THE BOOK OF KILLOWEN &
THE ROAD FROM CASTLEBARNAGH
in the Irish Fair of Minnesota
Literary Corner
August 9-10, ALL DAY
Irish Fair of Minnesota
Harriet Island, Saint Paul

O'Rourke's Feast CD Launch
July 25 at the Celtic Junction
Paddy O’Brien with band members
Suzanne Rhees and Amy Shaw on flute,
Kathleen Green, Ingrid Jans, and Rosa
Wells on fiddle, and Sherry Ladig on
keyboards will launch their debut
recording at a 7:30 pm concert on
Friday, July 25! Everyone’s invited! The
band plays a wide variety of Irish
traditional music. Admission: $15 adults,
$10 seniors and kids under 12.

Owing to Paddy’s musicality and staggering diligence, generations of
learners into the future will have the gift of a bountiful source to look to.

The Paddy O’Brien Tune Collection has been supported over the years, in part, by grants
from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Bush Foundation Artist Fellowship Program, the Minnesota State
Arts Board, and the Irish Fair of Minnesota Legacy Fund as well as individual members of the community through
Kickstarter campaigns and direct donations. Gratitude to each and all!

How is the Tradition Handed Down? Let Me But Count the Ways
by Siobhán Dugan
Visiting artists to the Minnesota Irish Musicians (MIM) weekend have talked about the means they had—and didn’t have—to
learn Irish music and grow in the tradition. Here is a meander of tidbits gleaned from them—interwoven with a mix of
reflections on what the Center for Irish Music (CIM) brings to learners, in celebration of CIM’s 10th anniversary.
The Center for Irish Music (CIM) rightly bears a reputation for excellence of its instructors, a genuinely talented group of
individuals who have made a deep commitment to traditional music and “handing it down to the next generation.” A hallmark
of their collective consciousness as instructors is the understanding
that students need to be exposed to a rich variety of music from this
tradition to mature, to find their own paths.

Lest We Forget: Lessons
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Of course, the most basic element CIM offers is instruction in Irish
music and song by talented teachers who are also performers
passionate about the tradition. This seems like a straightforward
proposition, but for many traditional musicians, it was anything but.
Catherine McEvoy recounted how she started out on an accordion she
borrowed and taught herself to play listening to a recording over and
over and breaking a tune apart and then putting it back together.
When she did find a teacher, she showed off her stuff—only to have
her teacher say gently, “Well, Catherine, that was… very nice. But
you have your accordion held upside down!” In time, Catherine moved on to the flute, an instrument that she is now a
recognized master of. But when she started, she was huffing and puffing to get any sound at all out of her flute because it
leaked badly and there was no one to tell her that was the problem, not her technique.
Unlike Catherine who was raised in Birmingham, England, Meaití Jo Shéamais Ó Fátharta (one of the visiting artists from MIM
2013) grew up in the Connemara Gaeltacht as native Irish speaker and traditional song was all around him. But that area is not
rich in the piping tradition. Uilleann pipes, the expressive Irish version of bagpipes, were expensive and rare. He finally found
a set to borrow, and worked a bit with one of his uncles when the man occasionally dropped into the neighborhood.
Unfortunately, the two sets were tuned differently, such that playing them together created a discordant racket! Meaití Jo’s
uncle thought they “sounded pretty good together” he recalls, his own face grimacing with the old recollection. It was not
until he moved to Dublin years later that he was able to get a good leg up on the instrument.

Sessions
Sessions are another pathway to learning, and a fabulous
lifelong connection to both the music and the community
for learners, whether there interest is vocational or
avocational. In his book Field Guide to the Irish Music
Session Twin Cities newcomer (author, banjo player) Barry
Foy describes the session thusly:
“...a gathering of Irish traditional musicians for the
purpose of celebrating their common interest in the music
by playing it together in a relaxed, informal setting,
while in the process generally beefing up the mystical
cultural mantra that hums along uninterruptedly beneath
all manifestations of Irishness worldwide.”
Clearly a rich marinate for young musicians! Sessions are a
great way to listen to more music, which single point was
a universal theme of guest artists when asked about what is critical for developing musicians. And we are spoilt by our riches of
this type, with opportunities for both instrumentalists and singers (although I’d like to see more combinations of song and tunes
at the same session, as I seem to recall was my experience in Ireland of sessions there). The Great Session Experience was a
wildly successful innovation for the 2014 MIM weekend. Mirroring the regular sessions that occur about town, six sessions

played in and about the Celtic Junction, including one dedicated just to song. The place was packed with music! Several
intrigued neighbors who were wondering “what goes on in there” came by for the first time to their delight and ours.
The session experience doesn’t need to happen but once a year for learners! The new combined Keegan's/CIM Learners Session
(Sundays 4-6 pm at Keegan’s Irish Pub, Minneapolis) is one of particular interest: kids as well as adult learners are welcome, as
are family members and friends who are not musicians, says CIM instructor Tom Lockney, who leads this session. “It’s a nice
place, it’s in the daytime and it can really add to the learning experience. I tell people that if you learn to play your
instrument with your instructor, that’s good. At the session you learn to play with others as well as enjoy this community
setting for the music. Kids tend to think in terms of public performance, maybe being a superstar, as their goal of learning to
play. Most will find different career paths along the way, but that need not mean giving up the music. The session is the
natural path to keep playing music as a part of their life into their adult years, having both the community and the music there
that had been vital to them as young learners.”
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At the Keegan’s/CIM Learners Session, a new tune from the CIM common repertoire is taught each week and other
tunes
are
then played from that same source. The ultimate goal is for beginners’ session folk to graduate to the 6pm evening general
community session at Keegan's and/or to other sessions around town.
But there is yet more going on for learners, whether adults or children, to share in the tradition!

Choice Concerts at the Celtic Junction
CIM is very fortunate in its location and support from the Celtic Junction. A stream of prime performances through the Celtic
Junction bring us some of the best and brightest traditional artists! Their live music is a treat to our ears. There are a variety
of innovations on the tradition as well; this offers the opportunity to broaden our taste as well as deepen our understanding of
the genre, as well as the related music of Scotland, Nova Scotia, Cape Breton and more. Headliners have included: Martin
Hayes and Denis Cahill, Altan, Skara Brae, Ann and Charlie Heymann, Paddy Keenan, Maighréad Ní Dhomhnaill and Dáithí
Sproule, Len Graham and Brían Ó hAirt, James Kelly, Paddy O’Brien, Billy McLaughlin and Mithril, The Outside Track, Bua,
Hanneke Cassel and Dave Wiesler, Malinky, Norman Kennedy, Matt Cranitch and Jackie Daly, Boiled in Lead. A thoughtful
editor would provide links to each; notwithstanding, I recommend you search internet sources to hear each of these
performers if any are unfamiliar to you. And take advantage for the young ‘uns! Concert tickets are often discounted for
kids.

Taking a Bite at the ‘Feast of Music’
CIM also supports students who want to participate in a Fleadh Cheoil, or “Feast of Music,” where a great concentration of
likeminded musicians gather to share and learn from each other, within the context of a competition. As well, learners receive
mentoring feedback, both positive and negative, from the adjudicators. The competition context has its shortcomings; in just
about any sphere—dance, music, even dog shows—eye-catching styles that attract attention can get undue notice, whether or
not the substance is solid. As well, regional variations can get lost or homogenized. For young musicians, the pressure, even if
engendered internally, can be intense, and it can be uncomfortable to find oneself directly competing against friends. It’s also
a great musical adventure enjoyed with friends where the best in aspiring, accomplished musicians can be seen, depending on
the level.
As for the learning aspect: “Kids can have a hard time being goal-focused, compared to adults. They tend to do what is in front
of them. Going to a Fleadh to compete really helps some of them; it gives a short-term goal that helps kids develop the habit
of practicing,” observes Norah Rendell, CIM Executive Director. And indeed, the music of some deeply respected Irish
traditional artists were honed and heard by a broader audience at a Fleadh or other competition.
Competitions were the pathway for superb sean nós singer Rita Gallagher, a guest artist at the 2014 Minnesota Irish Music
weekend. Rita is from a rural part of County Donegal. She comes from a family of wonderful singers, including both her parents
and her siblings. Although she always sang, she only came to traditional singing in her early twenties. More or less for a lark,
Rita entered a local Fleadh in an English Song category. At that very local level, it was not very rigorous and she easily rose to
higher levels of competition. Through the process, she became exposed to, intrigued by, and increasingly committed to
learning traditional music. Also, she was heard by others who recognized her potential and became her mentors. Most
importantly, Rita met Paddy Tunney, the “Man of Songs,” a hugely important musician in 20th-century Irish music. Tunney was
deeply involved in Fleadhanna and served for nearly 20 years at the annual Scoil Éigse, the week-long school that precedes
competition at the All-Ireland level. Tunney became a mentor and source for her; Rita credits him among her most significant
influences. Rita went on to become a three-time winner of the Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann All-Ireland title for female singing
in English, even so recognizing the downsides of the competition setting.

Another 2014 visiting artist, Oisín Mac Diarmada, who graced our ears with his gifted fiddle music, committed to this venue of
the music such that he was appointed Director of SCT, the Traditional Irish Music Examination System administered by
Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann, in 2012. Resident artist and beloved CIM teacher Dáithí Sproule also owes some of his early
recognition to competition. The seminal group Skara Brae got its name by band members mulling over what to put on the form
for the Kilkenny Beer Music competition, as founding member Tríona Ní Dhomhnaill recalls. Skara Brae placed but third in that
competition; nevertheless they got a call to record their first album after being heard there! Quite a nice win indeed, better
than a darn medal!
Warts and all, Fleadhanna have proven important to the sustaining the tradition.

MIM is a Winner
The Minnesota Irish Music Weekend presents an opportunity where learners and master artists
from Ireland and the region spend a weekend together focused on what they love. The
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combination of workshops, concerts and even the lunches where everyone is mixing it up, are a
great cross-pollination for the school, to keep us fresh, learners and instructors alike. Indeed, CIM
instructors took advantage of the opportunity to meet with the guest artists to share ideas back and
forth about how to best share the tradition with the next generation.
The first such weekend, then known as Young Irish Musicians Weekend, was organized in 2007.
The event was supported by a grant garnered by Kate Dowling, founder and then director of
CIM. At that time the focus was fully on the youth, without programming for adults. Starting out as they meant to go on,
organizers brought together a powerhouse of trad music master artists: James Kelly (fiddle), Tommy Martin (uilleann pipes),
Paddy O’Brien (accordion), Dáithí Sproule (guitar and song) and Fintan Vallely (flute). A
recording of the master artists’ concert, including a track by the young students at this time,
is still available for purchase.
The fourth year of the event (2011) came during a time of transition and financial uncertainty.
It seemed at the time that the future of the school might be in jeopardy. The outlay for
putting on the event looked risky and until the last minute, registrations were sparse.
Suddenly, just a few days before the visiting artists appeared, slews of people signed up, and
lucky were those who did! The line-up? The amazing Martin Hayes, born in Clare, on fiddle,
Kevin Crawford from Birmingham/Clare on flute and whistle, Randal Bays from the USA on
fiddle, our own Dáithí Sproule from Derry on guitar and
song, and Danny Diamond from Belfast/Dublin on fiddle.
The master concert that year drew an outsized audience,
one of the biggest the Celtic Junction has ever seen, pushing the weekend—and the school—
well into the black.
As before, the concert was recorded as were the concerts of the next two years in a double
album featuring James Kelly (fiddle) and Maighread Ní Dhomhnaill (song) with guest artists
John Kelly and Dáithí Sproule (guitar, song), Felix Dolan (piano), Belfast-born Harry Bradley
(flute), Jesse Smith and Devin Shepherd of Chicago (fiddle), Eileen Gannon (harp) and Sean
Gavin (flute). Whew! I’m out of breath with that bout of name-dropping! Check out these
great CDs and downloads! 100% proceeds go to CIM!
The warm glow from 2014, this year’s event, yet lingers, everyone with their favorite spells
in mind. For me, the song classes with the amazing Rita Gallagher and also Brían Ó hAirt were highlights, along with the
interview of master artists by Dáithí Sproule. And, do you know? Label me bumptious, but the surprise and delight at our little
nest of culture and community, obvious in the visiting artists’ collective mien, was a delight too; they understood that here in
our little corner of the world they were truly valued.
In only a couple months, stout-hearted staff and volunteers will begin planning next year’s MIM all over again, digging in to
garner gems. Let’s give a heartfelt thanks to everyone who makes it happen!

Yippee for YIM and MIM and CIM!

Long Live Irish Traditional Music!

The Written Word
Paddy O’Brien is known around the world for his masterly accordion playing and prodigious gift to us in the way of collections of
tunes that might otherwise have been lost to the tradition. Less well-known is his craft as a poet. Here are pieces written about
fellow Irish musicians he has known. Click on the title of a poem to hear Paddy reading the poems and speaking about the
background for each.

MacMahon from Clare
A focus of mind and body
A slow output
Melody from a bygone disaster
1601, a bleak time
He squeezes calmly
Pressing gently, long lonely notes
The sound of subsided sea in waiting
Before a windy onslaught.

Potts

MacMahon frowns

Thrown in amongst puzzled onlookers

And squeezes his eyes

He stroked and pulled

Repentance, loss, survival, all of it,

And glided his bow

While sitting on a naked rock

Head bent in total reverence

Back shading the wind

To his vision of the spirit.

Now he pushes bellows inwards

While listeners wondered about

O’Neill is defeated, Kinsale is lost

The strength of their praise

Grief overcomes the air, the

His swollen eyes let loose

Sound of MacMahon’s music

The tears of the forgotten dead.

Crawls to a slow crescendo

And then the rhythm and the lift

Then a mighty pull outwards

And the notes that broke the rules

A revival, Rise up, Erin’s men!

Of conventional acceptance

Another time! Another time!

And the humble loneliness

The man from Clare braves

Of the crucified stranger leapt forth

The aching memory, a school memory

In freedom’s ecstasy

He concludes, with a slow softness

As Potts bent lower and lower

His music becomes a gift of peace

Caressing the sound

The cold rock a wooden chair

Of his unspeakable compassion.

No more wind from the sea

And the tune was a happy tune

The Spaniards are sailing away

All naked and ready on the headland

This dauntless man is awakened

But the gallant surprise of it all

By emotional relief

Was the sadness and the pleading

We listen to the final

That came again and again

Rendition of sound

For those of us who listened closer

Tapering its way to silence

When the sound post trembled

We watch and wait

To the music of Tommy Potts.

Suddenly he falls across
The half moon of the bellows
Red hair dangles downwards
He has bared his spirit.
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Carrot and ‘Sea Spaghetti’ Salad
It occurred to me that this edition of the newsletter has an underlying theme of famine and feast. So I thought for the recipe
section, I would find one based on ingredients that the ancestors would have been foraging for during the Famine years that
has now a trendy version based on the affluence that Ireland has today, even post-Celtic-Tiger (rapid economic growth 19952000). As is so often the case when I get notional, the internet did not let me down! ’Sea Spaghetti’ would have been called
Thongweed or Sea Thong in the old days and, like all sea weed, is actually algae.
Recipe by Diane Roemer, who notes: Seaweeds are a forager’s dream and small amounts for consumption at home can be
collected on low tides, although conservation areas should not be used. Willowy sea spaghetti and delicate carrot strips
combine with a sweet garlicky dressing to create a salad as delightful to look at as it is to eat. Easy to prepare, this salad
never fails to delight even first time seaweed tasters. (Reproduced from Irish Seaweed Kitchen by Prannie Rhatigan)

Carrot and Sea Spaghetti Salad
Seaweed used: Sea Spaghetti
Serves 4 – 6

Ingredients:
15g (1/2 oz) sea spaghetti, dried
…or a handful of fresh sea spaghetti
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon wine vinegar
4 – 5 carrots, washed well, not peeled, and sliced into long, fine
lengths with a potato peeler

Dressing:
3 tablespoons good quality olive oil
11/2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon coarse whole grain mustard and honey
1 tablespoon mixed seaweed
2 cloves garlic, crushed
A pinch of cayenne pepper
A pinch of grey sea salt

Process:
To prepare the sea spaghetti, 1) Rinse the dried sea spaghetti and soak in warm water for 1 hour or
briefly steam until al dente. If using fresh sea spaghetti, rinse well and steam for 10 minutes until al
dente. 2) Rinse the seaweed again and then marinate in lemon juice and wine vinegar for a few hours
or overnight. 3) Some can be left full length to decorate – chop the remainder into 2.5 – 5cm (1 – 2inch)
pieces.
To prepare the salad, 1) combine the dressing ingredients in a small jug or bowl, 2) pour the dressing
over the carrots and sea spaghetti, and 3) allow to marinate for at least an hour.
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